Basic repository publishing standards:

Why DCI?

- Enhance usage of research data
- Track publications, know our users
- Provide transparency → citations
- Researchers (data depositors) can see how someone else has used their data + get credit

How to achieve this?

Accepting persistent identifier (URN), inclusion in DCI (Thomson Reuters)

Manually? — traceability problem

Use existing infrastructure (Thomson Reuters)

- Searchable English metadata
- Approx. 700 study descriptions (SL in EN)
- Academic surveys / official microdata / international surveys
- The categorization of scientific publications using Slovenian Research Agency (ARRS) methodology implemented in the SICRIS
- Inclusion of study in bibliography of researcher as Complete Scientific Data base or Corpus
- Typology of documents/works for bibliography management in COBISS
- 2.20 Complete Scientific Database or Corpus
- In the process of implementing persistent identifiers - cooperation with Slovene National and University Library. (to be included in the national URN system)

URN:SI:LJ-UNI-FDV:ADP:________